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Automation, Resource Management, Workflows, Project Management

Resource Management, Networking, Clouds, Social Science, Evaluation

Data Archiving

Communication & organization science

Workforce development, Sensors, operations, Semantic technologies, Communications and Outreach

Data management, visualization, clouds, CI deployment
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Special thanks to the CI Compass Communication team!
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Thank you to Alex Olshansky, Whova Master!

Alex is getting his PhD in Media and Communication at Texas Tech University.

He is particularly interested in science communication and public understanding of science.

His dissertation is titled *Conspiracy processing and diffusion model: The role of emotion in conspiracy uptake and diffusion.*
Post-workshop activities/materials

**Post-workshop Survey** - We value your feedback about the workshop. The survey is anonymous.

**Webinar 4/4/2022**

**Report** from the workshop

**Pictures** from the workshop

**All presentation video and slides** will be available on the CI Compass website [http://ci-compass.org](http://ci-compass.org)
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